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Capri on via Roma

Location
Gold Coast, Australia
Photographer
Trevor Mein

Designer

Landini Associates

Landini Associates developed the strategy and designed the market Oversized graphics feature throughout and play on the market name’s
hall interior, identity, way finding and graphics for Capri, the Gold’s Italian roots; CIAO! and MERCATO stand at 4.2m on painted blades
Coasts long awaited waterfront fresh-food market. Over 50 specialist greeting customers from the road and water respectively with a cheeky
food retailers can be found here, including a greengrocer, supermarket, wink, whilst inside illuminated mesh graphics add a mechanical edge
delicatessen, artisan bakery, chocolatier and wine and beer merchant. to the likes of BON APPITITO, PESCE, CARNE and SUPERMERCATO. The
Complementing the take-home food offer are a plethora of espresso amusing and flirtatious Italian tone of the graphics humanizes and
bars, cafes and fine dining waterfront restaurants, as well as a licensed enlivens their industrial scale. The Italian continues down to the 175fish emporium accessible via boat drive thru.

space car park below, dividing sections as towns Ancona, Bologna, Cataia

Landini created a light and open space that enables the food and natural and Dolomiti. Capri celebrates food as leisure; the environmental graphics
surroundings to be the hero, a space for people to meet, greet, eat and and way finding are aimed at enhancing this in a humorously welcoming
relax. The identity draws inspiration from the traditional market stall manner.
framework. Yellow is the signature color, featuring throughout graphics
and way finding, down to an energetic injection in the aggregated
concrete floor.
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The Potsdamer Platz Quarter

Client
PPMG Potsdamer Platz
Management GmbH
Location
Berlin, Germany

Designer

Photographer

Moniteurs Communication Design

Stefan Schilling, Moniteurs

The Potsdamer Place Quarter is one of the most visited places in
Berlin. Up to 100,000 people come here daily to experience the unique
mix of shopping, entertainment and cosmopolitan flair – many of
them are tourists, for whom orientation around the 68,000m2 space,
including underground car parks, plays a major role. Moniteurs won the
competition to design the orientation system with a formal and thematic
concept: the radial profile of the signs is derived from the typography
of the neighbourhood itself. All three underground car parks were given
clear designations and a colour-coded restructuring, which also served
to lighten the atmosphere of the spaces. Above ground and underground
orientation systems now seamlessly overlap and the graphics and
content are interlinked.
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